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HARDWARE � NETWORKING

CONNECTIVITY is now one of the
most important aspects of any
computing device, as internet access
and networking capabilities are
increasingly regarded as crucial 
features by consumers.

One of the key drivers of the market
has been the explosion in smartphone
ownership, with networking and
telecommunications analyst the
Dell’Oro Group predicting that the

router market will grow by over 60 per
cent to generate $9 billion per annum.

“There is no doubt that mobile
devices are going to drive the next wave
of internet traffic growth, and we
expect mobile infrastructure to account
for 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the
service provider edge router market
growth over the next five years,” says
Shin Umeda, vice president of routers
research at Dell’Oro Group. 

“We are currently seeing the surge in
North America, but we expect the
same type of uptick to occur in 
Europe and Asia over the coming
years,” he concludes.

In the meantime, items like the
lowly router have become must-have
products, as well as newer innovations
such as power line adapters, which
make the job of creating a
home network so much easier. 
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Networking opportunity
For both homes and businesses, the ability to network IT equipment is growing ever more essential.
Matt Grainger examines the goods that make up this ever-important sector…

“We expect mobile
infrastructure to

account for 30 to 50
per cent of the service
provider edge router

market growth over the
next five years.”

Shin Umeda, 
Dell’Oro Group

[ ]WIRELESS SIMULTANEOUS DUAL-BAND 300N
XR GIGABIT GAMING ROUTER II 

SRP: £159.99
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: The Gaming Router guarantees low latency online gaming and 
lag-free local network gaming, because the advanced StreamEngine technology
within the network gives priority to time-sensitive applications

Specs: StreamEngine chipset, simultaneous dual band technology, wireless
intelligent stream handling, 300Mbps transmission speed
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[ ]D-LINK WIRELESS N HOME ROUTER

SRP: £63.31
Distributor: Gem, EntaTech

They say: Based on 802.11n technology
with a 2x2 antenna design, the DIR-615
Wireless N Home Router transmits and
receives multiple streams of data, providing
superior whole home coverage whilst
eliminating dead spots

Specs: Parental controls, network
protection, backwards compatible with 
b/g adapters

[ ]SITECOM WL-330 WIRELESS RANGE EXTENDER 

SRP: £59.99
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: Extend the wireless range of your network by using the
Wireless Network Range Extender. The wireless range extender
guarantees an optimal extended cover and reduces ‘dead spots’ so
that you can enjoy a stable network connection on the ground
floor and in the loft or other rooms in the house including the
garden, or home office

Specs: Compatible with IEEE 802.11b/g/n draft 2.0 wireless
network standard, up to 300 Mbps transmission speed, supports
DHCP server function, supports 64/128-bit WEP, WPA, and
WPA2 wireless data encryption

[ ]D-LINK POWERLINE HOMEPLUG AV
NETWORK STARTER KIT

SRP: £81.70
Distributor: Gem

They say: By simply plugging one
PowerLine adapter into an existing electrical
socket, you can turn every power outlet
into a potential network connection,
making the DHP-307AV an ideal solution for
sharing a high-speed internet connection or
creating a home network

Specs: Creates a network using existing
wiring, 200Mbps transmission speed,
compatible with other brands

[ ]D-LINK WIRELESS ADSL ROUTER

SRP: £83.74
Distributor: Gem

They say: The DSL-2740R wireless ADSL
router is an affordable high performance
ADSL router fit for homes and small offices

Specs: 24 Mbps download speed,
ADSL2/2+, wireless N LAN, firewall
protection, quality of service, 
four-port switch

[ ]D-LINK WIRELESS G 4-PORT MULTIFUNCTION PRINT SERVER

SRP: £102.12
Distributor: Gem

They say: The DPR-2000 Multi-port Wireless G Print Server lets you share up to
four USB printers among office workers across a wired or wireless network

Specs: Supports GDI printers, remote printing, access security, multiple OS
support, D-Link Click n’ Connect software
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[ ]ASUS WIRELESS BROADBAND ROUTER RT-N16

SRP: £105.00
DISTRIBUTOR: VIP Computers 

THEY SAY: RT-N16 has enough bandwidth and
processing power to simultaneously handle file transfers
and downloads, video streaming, games and VoIP calls.
Advanced MIMO technology makes it all possible

Specs: Firewall protection, 128-bit encryption, NAT
support, 64-bit encryption, Stateful Packet Inspection
(SPI), packet filtering, print server, MAC address filtering,
URL filtering, firmware upgradable, built-in, two-port 
high-speed USB hub

[ ]TP-LINK 300MBPS WIRELESS ADSL2+ MODEM ROUTER

SRP: £35.68
DISTRIBUTOR: Spire Technology
THEY SAY: The TD-W8961ND Wireless N ADSL2+ Modem Router is an all-in-one device that
combines the function of a high speed ADSL modem, a four-Port 10/100Mbps NAT router and a
wireless access point. It is designed to give you a one-stop solution to acquiring and sharing 
high-speed internet access over a wired/wireless network

Specs: Wireless N, 300Mbps transmission speed, SPI and NAT firewall, WPA/WPA2 encryption

[ ]TP-LINK WIRELESS N
USB ADAPTOR

SRP: £11.55
DISTRIBUTOR: Spire Technology

THEY SAY: The adapter employs
MIMO technology and has
internal Intelligent Antennas
providing even better wireless
performance, transmission rates,
stability and coverage. At the same
time, CCA technology
automatically avoids channel
conflicts using its channel 
selection feature

Specs: MIMO technology for
transmission rates of 300Mbps,
CCA channel selection technology,
64/128-bit WEP encryption,
supports roaming technology

[ ]TENDA 54M WIRELESS USB
ADAPTER

SRP: £5.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Target
Components

THEY SAY: The W541U is a USB
adapter providing up to a 54Mbps
wireless transmission rate. A
wireless connection can be created
securely and quickly with WPS 
(Wi-Fi Protected Setup).
Additionally, the adapter can be
used as a Soft AP to create a quick
wireless LAN network

Specs: 54Mbps transmission rate,
meets 64/128-bit WEP, WPA, and
WPA2 security standards, detects
wireless network and changes
transmission rate automatically

[ ]TENDA 3G150M 150MBPS
PORTABLE 3G WIRELESS
ROUTER
SRP: £28.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Target
Components

THEY SAY: The 3G150M is a
3G/4G mobile broadband
network-compatible 150Mbps
Wireless-N router. The ability to be
powered through a USB
connection when power outlets
are scarce, compact design, and
included travel bag all further the
device’s ability to deliver
networking with a very high
degree of mobility

Specs: Wireless AP, router, and
firewall, 150Mbps transmission
rate, meets 64/128-bit WEP, WPA,
and WPA2 security standards

[ ]TP-LINK 200MBPS MINI
POWERLINE ETHERNET
ADAPTOR

SRP: £49.96
DISTRIBUTOR: Spire Technology

THEY SAY: TP-LINK’s powerline
adapter TL-PA211 takes advantage
of your home’s existing electric wires
to transfer data while transferring
traditional power. That means, with
no additional wiring required, users
can simply plug the TL-PA211 into
existing power sockets and establish
networking infrastructure in a flash

Specs: 200Mbps transmission rate,
super small design, twin pack, 300
metre range, reduced power
consumption, 128-bit AES encryption
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[  ]BELKIN PLAY WIRELESS
MODEM ROUTER 

SRP: £89.99
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: Stream HD videos, play
games online, and download large
media files. Get maximum speed
and performance for media-
intensive applications. Double your
performance and bandwidth with
Dual-Band N technology

Specs: Dual-band N technology,
3D coverage, continuous signal,
media optimisation, preset 
security settings

[ ]NETGEAR XAVB2001
POWERLINE AV 200 ADAPTOR

SRP: £99.00
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: Extends a high speed
internet connection to any power
outlet. Perfect for connecting
HDTVs, Blu-ray players, DVRs, PCs
and game consoles to your home
network and the internet

Specs: 300Mbps transmission
speed, Mac and Windows
compatible, two x two metre
Ethernet cables

[ ]BELKIN SHARE WIRELESS
MODEM ROUTER 

SRP: £99.99
Distributor: EntaTech

They say: Share photos and files
and print wirelessly from anywhere
in your home. Get the fastest speeds
for all your wireless activities.
802.11n technology gives you
speeds of up to 300 Mbps – that’s
five times the speed of G

Specs: 300Mbps transmission
speed, 3D coverage, continuous
signal, preset security settungs,
MIMO technology
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[ ]3G622R+ 3G 300MBPS WIRELESS
ROUTER WITH DETACHABLE ANTENNA

SRP: £32.99
Distributor: Target Components

They say: The 3G622R/3G622R+ is a
3G/4G mobile broadband network-
compatible 300Mbps Wireless-N router with
wireless AP function, four-port switch and
built-in firewall, that provides three options
for internet connectivity

Specs: Wireless AP, router, four-port switch,
and firewall, meets 64/128-bit WEP, WPA
and WPA2 security standards
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[ ]W306R WIRELESS-N 
BROADBAND ROUTER

SRP: £24.99
Distributor: Target Components

They say: The W306R is a 300Mbps
Wireless-N router, wireless access
point, four-port switch, and firewall
all-in-one. Utilising advanced MIMO
technology, WLAN range is double
that of 
802.11g products 

Specs: Wireless AP, router, four-port
switch and firewall, 300Mbps transmission
rates, WPS (PBC and PIN) enabled,
supports 64/128-bit WEP, WPA, WPA2,
WPA/WPA2 encryption methods
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[ ]ZYXEL PLA-401 
POWERLINE ADAPTER

SRP: £51.05
DISTRIBUTOR: EntaTech

THEY SAY: The ZyXEL PLA401
PowerLine HomePlug AV 200Mbps
creates a simple high performance
home network ideal for streaming
high definition video content,
audio streaming, gaming and
internet connectivity. It allows your
home to be completely networked
using your existing plug sockets

Specs: 128-bit AES link ethernet
encryption with key management,
200Mbps transmission rate
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